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empowering

Easiest life: only marriage, divorce and selling your house are not digital.

Yet.
ease of doing business

Simplest and fastest business environment.

+ a few hours to start a company
+ hassle-free e-taxation
+ all reporting done online
+ e-Residency — Estonian e-services to every world citizen / SME
health

The healthiest system.

+ digital health data
+ health insurance online
+ digital prescription just works
+ personalised medicine in the works
education

We teach the smartest children.

+ 1st in OECD’s PISA tests in Europe
+ robotics and programming for kids
+ over 85% of schools use e-School
+ 2x more students in ICT-related courses than in developed countries on average
+ lifelong learning
engaging

The safest way is to vote online.

+ 2005 — first in the world
+ 30% vote online
+ votes cast from 116 countries
+ saving over 10,000 working days
efficient

The biggest savings.

+ digital signature saves 2% of GDP per year
+ 50 times more efficient connected police
+ 1/3 less queues at the hospitals
+ best tax collector in the world
+ i-voting 2.5 times cheaper
electronic ID

The strongest identity for life.

+ smart card
+ mobile-ID
+ travel
+ digital signing
+ i-voting
+ business, banking
+ state and healthcare
+ public transport
+ loyalty card
exchange

The busiest highway of e-Estonia — X-Road.

+ 99% of state services are online
+ over 2000 services
+ over 900 connected organizations, databases
+ over 500 million transactions per year
secure

The safest combination.

confidentiality
   ID-card & Mobile-ID

availability
   X-ROAD

integrity
   KSI Blockchain
elaborated
Clear and honest principles.

+ trust-by-design
+ once-only
+ no legacy
the futurest

+ zero bureaucracy: invisible services
+ cross-border digital government
+ fifth freedom in EU
e-Residency

The widest playground for SMEs.

+ first in the world
+ 140 countries
+ 20,000+ e-residents to date
+ 1,600+ new companies established
+ 3,200+ companies owned by e-residents

eresidency.gov.ee
join the future!

www.e-estonia.com
Facebook e_Estonia
Twitter e_Estonia
LinkedIn e-Estonia
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